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TAX ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT

BETWEEN:

The Government of Canada ("Canada")
acting through and represented by the

Minister of Finance

AND

The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun ("NND")
actin&through and repl"eSented by tbe

CJrlet',designated as the
authorized body of NND under section 8 of the

First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun Goods and Services Tax Act, 2003

(hereinafter colledively called the "Parties")

WHEREAS:

the First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun Goods and Services Tax Act, 2003 imposes a value-
added tax.within the lands described opposite the name of the First Nation of Nacho Nyak
Dun in the schedule to the First Nations Goods and Services Tax Act (Canada);

section 8 of the Fir,..tNation of Nacho Nyak Dun Goods and Services Tax Act, 2003 provides
that the Chief of NND, with the approval and authorization of the NND Council may enter,
on behalf of NND, into an administration agreeroent with Canada in relation to that tax;

the NND Council has approved and authorized the Chief to enter into this agreement;

subsection 5(2) of the Fir,..tNations Goods and Services Tax Act (Canada) provides that the
Minister of Finance, with the approval of the Governor in Council, may enter into an
administration agreement in respect of a value-added tax imposed under a first natjon law;
and

the Minister of Finance has the approval of the Governor in Council to enter into this
agreement;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideratjon of the tenns, exchange of promises, covenants and
conclitionscontained in this agreement, the Parties agree as follows:
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Interpretation

1. In this agreement:

"Auditor General" means the Auditor Geuer&lof Canada and includes. where
cirCuffistancesrequire, any officer or class of officer authorized by the Audit..orGeneral
of Canada;

"Chief' means the Chief of NND under the NND Constitution, and includes the Deputy
Chief, if any, when acting as the Chief;

"Citizen" means a Citizen of the First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun, in accordance with the
NND Constitution;

"Deferred Amount" means the deferred amount described in clause 21.

"Entitlement Year" means a calendar year throughout which this agreement is in effect
or, if the agreement is in effect during only a portion of a calendar year, that portion of
the calendar year;

"Excise Tax Act" means the Excise TaxAct, RS.C., c. B-15;

''Federal Act" means the First Nations Goods and Services Tax Act, enacted by S.C.
2003,c.15,s.67;

"First Nation Law" means the First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2003;

"FNGST" means the tax imposed under the First Nation Law;

"Minister" means the Minister of Finance of Canada and includes, where circumstances
require, the Deputy Minister or any officer or class of officer authorized by the Minister
of Finance;
-

"Minister of National Revenue" means the Minister responsible for the Cauada Customs
and Revenue Agency and includes, where circumstances require, the Commissioner of
Customs and Revenue or any officer or class of officer authorized by the Minister of
National Revenue;

"Net Tax Attributable", to NND for.an Entitlement Year, means the amount by which the
estimate of Tax Attributable to NND for that Entitlement Year exceeds Canada's share,
if any, of that estimate of Tax Attributable to NND determined in accordance with
Annex B;
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"Non-Citizen" means a person who is not a Citizen of NND;

"Prior Estimate Adjustment" means the difference obtained by subtracting from a re-
estimate of Net Tax Attriburable for an Entitlement Year the immediately preceding
estimate or re-estimate of the Net Tax Attributable for that Entitlement Year; and

"Tax Attributable" to NND has the same meaning as in section 5 of the Federal Act.

2. Unless a contrary intention appears in this agreement, words and expressions used in this
agreement but not defmed in clause 1 have the same meaning as in the Federal Act, or if
the meaning does not exist in the Federal Act, have the meaning assigned by subsection
123(1) of the Excise Tax Act

3. In this agreement, where a reference is made to an Act of Parliament, the First Nation
Law, or any other first nation Jawthat meets the description set out in subsection 11(1) or
12(1) of the Federal Act, or regulations made under the Act, the First Nation Law or that
other law, the reference shall be read as a reference to that Act, the First Nation Law or
that other law, or those regulations, as amended from time to time.

Covenants by Canada

4. Canada agrees that the tax power of NND provided for in claLlse14.1.2 of the First
Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun Self Government Agreement given effect by the Yukon First
Nations Self-Governrl'lentAct, S.C- 1994, c. 35 may be extended to apply to Non-Citizens
in respect of the FNGST and other amounts imposed under the First Nation Law while
this agreement is in effect and of amounts, other than the FNGST, imposed under that law
after this agreement ceases to have effect that relate to amounts imposed while this
agreement was in effect.

5. Canada shall act as the agent for NND in respect of the administration and enforcement of
the First Nation Law, including the collection of FNGST and other amounts imposed
under that law while this agreement is in effect and of a.mouuts,other than the FNGST,
imposed under that law after this agreement ceases to have effect that relate to amounts
imposed while this agreement was in effect.

6. Canada shaJ] account for the amounts collected under the First Nation Law on behalf of
NND by estimatjng the associated revenues and Canada shall make and account for
remittances to NND in accordance with this agreement.

7. Canada and its agents and subservient bodies shall comply with the obHgations imposed
on them under the First Nation Law, including the obligation to pay and account for the
amounts imposed on them under the First Nation Law as if that law were applicable to
Canada.
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Covenants by NND

8. NND agrees that the obligations, authorities, rights and privileges imposed upon or
granted to a person under the First Nation Law shaHnot depend on whether that person is
a Citizen or a Non-Citizen.

9. NND agrees that the First Nation Law shall be consistent with subsections 4(1) to (10),
paragraphs 11(3)(a) and (b) and subparagraphs 11(3)(e)(i) to (Hi) and (v) of the Federal
Act. NND shall ensure that the First Nation Law provides the Minister of National
Revenue with sufficient authority to administer and enforce that law in accordance with
this agreement, including the authority to coHeetthe FNGST and other amounts imposed
under that law.

10. NND shall provide the Minister in a timely manner with a certified true copy of:

(a) the First NatioDLaw, following its enactment; and

(b) any amendment to the First Nation Law, following its enactment.

11. NND and its agents and subservient bodies shall comply with Part IX of the Excise Tax
Act, the Federal Act, the First Nation Law and any other first nation law that meets the
description set out in subsection 11(1) or 12(1) of the Federal Act.

12. NND and its agents and subservient bodies shall pay, and account for the payment of,
amounts imposed under Part IX of the Excise Tax Act, the Federal Act, the First Nation
Law or any other first nation Jaw that meets the description set out in subsection 11(1) or
12(1) of the Federal Act, except if the amounts are not payable by reason of a separate
agreement given effect under an Act of Parliament.

Revenue Estimation

13. The Parties agree to use data outlined in Annex A and Annex B in order to prepare the
estimates and re-estimates described below. The Parties recognize, however, that the data
available may not, in all instances, be optimal.

14. Prior to the beginning of each particular Entitlement Year, the Minister shall make an
estimate for that Entitlement Year of the Tax Attributable to NND in accordance with the
provisions in Annex A.

15. The sharing, if any, between NND and Canada of the amount estimated as Tax
Attributable to NND for each Entitlement Year will be calculated in accordance with the
provjsions in Annex B.
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16. An estimate of Net Tax Attributable for each particular Entitlement Year shall be made
by subtracting from the estimate of the Tax Attributable to NND determhled under Annex
A for the particular Entitlement Year the estimate of Canada's share, if any, detennined
under Annex B for that particu)ar Entitlement Year.

17. Not later than DecembeJ.'31 of the calendar year that includes the particuJar Entitlement
Year, and not later than December 31 of each of the four calendar years following the
particular Entitlement Year, the Minister shaJl annually re-estimate, using the procedure
set out in clause 16, the Net Tax.Attributable to NND for that particular Entitlement Year
for the purpose of calculating in each of those years the Prior Estimate Adjustment for
that particular Entitlement Year.

18-The Net Tax Attributable for a particular Entitlement Year shaHbe final and no further
adjustments sbaHbe ma.defollowing the commencement of remittances iI1corporatingthe
Prior Estimate Adjustment in respect of the fifth re-estimate for that year, subject to the
Minister incorporating any adjustments that may be required to the fifth re-estimate as set
out in the report signed by the Auditor General that is referred to in clause 29.

Remittances

19, The Minister shaHremit to NND on a monthly basis positive amounts in respect of a
particular Entitlement Year determined by the familIa

[CA- B) / D] + [C / D]
where

A is the amount estimated under clause 14 for that particular Entitlement Year;

B is the amount of Canada's share detennined under clause 15 for that particular
Entitlement Year;

C is the sum of the IllOstrecent Prior Estimate Adjustments in respect of the five
Entitlement Years immediately preceding that particular Entitlement Year or, if there
are fewer than five Entitlement Years preceding the particular Entitlement Year, in
respect of all the Entitlement Years preceding the particular Entitlement Year; and

D is the number of months anticipated to be in that particular Entitlement Year.

20. If the result of the formula in clause 19 in respect of a particular Entitlement Year is
I1egative,that amount multiplied by the number of months anticipated in the fonnula to
be in that Entitlement Year is a debt due to Canada payable by NND, subject to clause 21,
within that Entitlement Year.

21. If the Sumof the Prior Estimate Adjustments in the fOrmulain clause 19 results in a
reduction to the remittances in respect of a particular EntitlemeTltYear that is equal to or
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greater than twenty percent of Net Tax Attributable to NND for that year, NND may defer
the repayment of a portion. agreed to by the Parties. (hereinafter refeII'ed to as the
«Deferred Amount") of the total of the Prior Estimate Adjustments and, unless otherwise
agreed by the Parties. the Deferred Amount will be repaid to Cana.da.by NND during the
two Entitlement Years following the particular Entitlement Year.

22. Canada shall retain as its property an amount imposed under the First Nation Law if that
amount:

(a) is not Tax Attributable to NND; or

(b) is included in Canada's share of the estimate of Tax Attributable to NND in
accordance with clause IS.

23. Prior to each particular Entitlement Year, the Assistant Deputy Minister or any authorized
officer or class of officer of the Tax Policy Branch of the federal Department of FinaI1ce
shall provide NND with a written statement for review before payments commence in
respect of that Entitlement Year that includes the following information:

(a) the estimated Tax Attributable to NND for that year, as determined under clause
14;

(b) Canada's share of the estimated Tax Attributable to NND for that year. as
detem:rinedunder clause 15;

(c) the Prior Estimate Adjustments included in determining the remittances for that
year;

(d) Deferred Amounts. if any. included in determining the remittances for that year;
and

(e) the remittances for that year.

24. The first remittance made to NND in respect of a particular Entitlement Year shall be
made on or before the last working day of the month following the first month of that
particular Entitlement Year. Subsequent remittances in respect of the particular
Entitlement Year shall be made on or before the last working day of each month
thereafter for the number of months equal to one less than the number of months in that
particular Entitlement Year.-

25. The Parties agree that, jn respect ofFNGST that is imposed while this agreement is in
effect. the Minister may pay to a person any refund, rebate or other amount that is payable
in accordance with the First Nation Law.

26..If no amount is held on behalf of NND from which payment under clause 25 may be
made in accordance with this administration agreement, or the amount of tbe payment
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exceeds the amount so held, Canada agrees to make the payment as a recoverable advance
and NND agrees that the advance shall be recovered against amounts of FNGST
subsequently collected on behalf of NND.

27. In the event that this agreement is teJminated, unless the Parties agree otherwise:

(a) the remittance in tbe month in which the agreement is terminated will remain the
same as set out in the last written statement provided under clause 23 prior to
term.iJl at'i on;

Cb)if the sum of the Prior Estimate Adjustments for the purpose of determining the
remittances for the particular Entitlement Year that eoded upon the teunination of
the agreement is positive, the Minister, in making the remittance for the month
following tenninatiol1, shall prorate that portion of the remittance that relates to
the Net Tax Attributable to NND for that Entitlement Year by multiplying that
portion by the ratio of the number of days that this agreement was in effect during
the month in wh.ichthe agreement was terminated to the total number of days in
that month;

(c) if the sum of the Prior Estimate Adjustments for the purpose of determining the
remittances for the particular Entitlement Year that ended upon the termination of
the agreement is negative, the Minister, in making the remittance for the month
following temnnarion, shall prorate the remittance by multiplying it by the ratio of
the number of days that this agreement was in effect during the month in which
the agreement was terminated to the total number of days in that month;

(d) in the second calendar month following termination, the parties agree to settle any
accounts then outstanding in respect of the SUIDof Prior Estimate Adjustments
considered in determining the remittances for the particular Entitlement Year that
ended upon the termination of the agreement and to settle the total outstanding
Deferred Amounts as follows:

(i) where the outstanding amount of the sum of the Prior Estimate Adjustments
calculated in respect of the remittances for the Entitlement Year that ended
upon the tennination of this agreement, minus the total outstanding DefelTed
Amounts, is positive, the Minister shall remit that amount to NND
forthwith; or

(ii) where the outstanding amount of the sum of the Prior Estimate Adjustments
calculated in respect of the remittances for the Entitlement Year that ended
upon the termination of this agreement, minus the total of any outstandiI1g
Deferred Amounts, is negative, NND shall repay that amount to Canada by
making equal monthly paymentSfor a period not exceeding thirty six months
beginning iDthe second calendar month following termination;

(e) no later than December 31 of the calendar year that includes the particular
Entitlement Year in which the agreement is termiI1atedand no later than
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December 31 of each of the four calendar years following that calendar year, the
Minister shall annually calculate and provide a written statement to NND
identifying Prior Estimate Adjustments for the Entitlement Years that would have
remained open for re-estimation in each of!those calendar years if the agreement
had continued in effect;

(f) when calculating the first Prior Estimate Adjustment for the particular Entitlement
Year that ended with the termination of the agreement, the Minister shall prorate
the first estimate of Net Tax Attributable to NND by multiplying the amount of
the estimate by the ratio of the actual number of days in that particular Entitlement
Year to the number of days anticipated to be in that Entitlement Year at the time
of the first estimate;

(g) if the sllm of the Prior Estimate Adjustments in a calendar year subsequent to the
termination of this agreement is positive, the Minister shall remit forthwith to
NND the amount of that sum; and

(h) if the sum of the Prior Estimate Adjustments in a calendar.year subsequent to the
termination of this agreement is negative, the First Nation shall pay the amount of
that sum to Canada by making equal monthly payments for a period not exceediI1g
thirty six months beginning in the calendar monthJollowing the month when the
statement was provided by the Minister to NND setting out the sllm of those
adjustments.

Reporting

28. The statements provided under clause 23 and subclause 27(e), and the report provided
under clause 29, shall be the only statements or reports required to be provided to NND
by Canada in respect of amounts collected in accordance with this agreement.

29. The Minister shall annually provide NND wiIh a report, signed by the Auditor General.
concerning the determination of amounts as provided for in this agreement.

30. The procedures carried out to prepare the Auditor General's report will be determined by
the Auditor General and will constitute the only procedures conducted by Canada with
respect to the reporting obligations in connecrion with the determination of amounts as
provided for in this agreement. NND agrees that it has no right to inspect the books and
records of Canada in connection with this agreement.

31. Unless the Parties agree otherwise, if the Auditor General's report indicates that the
estimate or the most recent re-estimate in respect of an Entitlement Year should be
adjusted, that adjustment shall be incorporated into the next re-estimate in respect of that
Entitlement Year.
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Administration

32. The Parties agree that the Minister of National Revenue shall have and may exercise all
the powers of NND relating to the administration and enforcement of the First Nation
Law, including the collection of the FNGST and other amounts imposed under that law
while this agreement is in effect and the collection of amounts, other than the FNGST,
imposed under that law afte( this agreement ceases to have effect that relate to amounts
imposed while this agreement was in effect.

33. NND agrees that the Minister of National Revenue shall be the administrative authority in
respect of the FNGST, including an interpretations, assessments, detenninations,
decisions, and any other matter related to administration, collection or enforcement.

34. Canada shaHpay the costs, charges or expenses (including amounts in respect of
prosecutions or other legal proceedings, other than amounts referred to in clause 36) that
are incurred by Canada in the administration and enforcement of the First Nation Law and
the collection of the FNGST and other amounts imposed under that law.

35. Canada shall retain interest and penalties that are imposed under the First Nation Law and
collected by the Minister of National Revenue.

36. Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, NND shall pay its own costs, charges and
expenses incurred in relation to litigation to which NND becomes a party, either
voluntarily or because a party other than Canada requires it, relating to the validity of this
agreement, the Federal Act or the First Nation Law.

37. If this agreement ceases at any time to have effect, the Minister of National Revenue shall
continue after that time to assess, collect or pay, as the case requires, amounts payable
under the First Nation Law in respect of the period in which this agreement was in effect
and amounts, other than the FNGST, imposed under that law after this agreement ceases
to have effect that relate to amounts imposed while this agreement was in effect-

38. The Minister of National Revenue may provide [0 NND infoIJDationacquired in the
administration and enforcement of the First Nation Law or, subject to section 295 of the
Excise Tax Act, Part IX of the Excise Tax Act. Such information shall be provided free
of charge.

39. NND, subject to any applicable confidentiality or privacy obligations shall provide to
Canada, free of charge, infonnation that it acquires that could assist in the administration
and enforcement of the First Nation Law, the collection of amounts payable under that
law, or the estimation of payments to be made under this agreement. Canada agrees that
any information made available by NND will not be used for any purpose other than the
purpose for which it was provided.
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40. Except in its capacity as a registrant or a person required to payor entitled to receive
amounts under the First Nation Law, NND sha11accept as final and binding aU
interpretations, determlnations, assessments, decisions, and other actions made or taken
by the Minister of National Revenue for the purposes of the First Nation Law.

Unifonnity of NND Legislation

41. Canada shall notify NND in writing that the First Nation Law requires amendment,
where, in the opinion of the Minister, the First Nation Law does not:

(a) comply with this agreement;

Cb)provide the Minister of NationaI Revenue with authority sufficient to administer
and enforce that law and to collect amounts imposed under that law;

(c) admit of sufficient uniformity as between the administration and enforcement of
Part IX of the Excise Tax Act and the First Nation Law; or

(d) respect the covenants set out in clause 8 or clause 9.

42. Upon receipt of the notice referred to in clause 41 the Chief of NND agrees to propose to
the governing body an amendment to the First Nation Law forthwith-

43. NND agrees that if the First Nation Law is not amended to rectify the deficiencies
identified in the notice refe1TCdto in clause 41, the Minister may terminate this
agreement:

(a) forthwith, where that notice provides that the FiTStNation Law does not respect
the covenants set out in clause 8 or 9; or

(b) in any other case, within six months following receipt of the notice.

Repeal of First Nation Law

44- Unless the MiIrister agrees otherwise, NND shall provide the Minister with at least six
months notice of the date on which it intends to repeal the First Nation Law, and shall
provide the Minister with notice that the First Nation Law has been repealed within 10
days following the repeal.

Dispute Resolution

45. In the event of a dispute between the Parties arising out of or in connection with this
agreement, other than disputes in respect of clause 8, 9, 40, 42 OT43 of this agreement or
clause 3 of Annex B, the Parties shall'fol1owthe procedure set out in subclauses (a)
through (d) before pursuing other legal remedies.
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(a) Within thirty days of either the Minister or the Chief receiving written notice from
the other of a dispute under this agreement, a first meeting will be held between
the Parties to attempt in good faith to settle the dispute.

(b) If, within sixty days after-the first meeting, the Parties have failed to resolve the
dispute, they will submit the dispute to a jointly selected mediator and share
equally the costs of that mediation.

(c) If, after ninety days of the first meeting, the Parties are unable to agree Onthe
choice of a mediator, the matter will be referred to a judge of the Supreme Court
of the Yukon Territory who will select a mediator.

(d) Once a mediator is selected, the Parties agree to participate in good faith in the
mediation process and mediation will continue until the matter is resolved or.the
mediator provides iI1writing to the Parties the opinion that the matter cannot be
resolved through mediation.

46. The Parties agree that a decision arising from the dispute resolution process under clause
45 concerning a dispute in respect of the amount of money due to either Party for an
Entitlement Year shall be implemented, notwithstanding clause 18, if written notice of
the dispute is provided at any time duriI1gthe period that begins at the beginning of the
Entitlement Year and ends at the end of the sixth month in the fifth calendar year
following the Entitlement Year.

47- The Parties may mutually detennine time periods other than those referred to in
subclauses 45(a) through (d).

Amendment

48. Subject to any applicable approvals, authorizations or legislative requirements, the Parties
may, in writing, amend or vary this agreement.

49. At either Party's request, Canada and NND shall consider amending this agreement by
amending the terms and conditions in Annex A or Annex B of this agreement to be
consistent with the terms and conditions of Annex A or Annex B, respectively, of any
other administration agreement between a First Nation and Canada that bas been entered

. into in accordancewiththeFederalAct,with suchmodificationsas arerequiredin the
circumstances.

Termination

50. The Parties may mutually agree to terminate this agreement at any time on such terms as
may be agreed upon by the Pa.rties.
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51. NND may terminate this agreement by giving the Minister not less than six months
written notice of its intention to terminate the agreement, including the date upon which
this agreement shall end.

52. Except where clause 43 appHes,the Minister may terminate this agreement by giving
NND not less than sjx months written notice of the Minister's intention to terminate the
agreement, including the date upon which this agreement shall end.

No Assignment

53. This agreement may not be assigned, either in whole or in part, by either Party.

Saving

54. Nothing in this agreement shalllirnit or restrict, or be construed as limiting or restricting,
the right to alter or vary the Federal Act or Part IX of the Excise Tax Act.

55. Nothing in this agreement shaHconstitute or be construed as constituting all undertakiIlg
by Canada to collect the FNGST or any other amOl.lntpayable under the First Nation Law,
or to take any action with respect to the collection of those amounts, where, in the opinion
of the Minister, a doubt exists that NND has provided sl.lfficientstatutory or other
authority for the imposition or colJection of those amounts.

56. Where Canada cannot collect the FNGST OT.any other amount payable under the First
Nation Law by reason of there being, in the opinion of the Minister, doubtful authority to
do so, the amount that, in the opinion of the Minister, Canada has thereby failed to collect
but that has been taken into account in dete:r.mininga payment to NND made under this
agreement may be recovered by Canada as a debt due to Canada by NND,
notwithstanding that such payment was made to NND as if there were sufficient
authority.

Term

57. The effective date of Ibis agreement, if duly executed in ~dvance, is JuJy 1,2004.

58. This agreement shall end:

(a) in the case of tenninatioIl in accordance with clause 50. on the date agreed to by
the Parties;

(b) in the case of termination by NND in accordance with clause 51, on the date
specified in the notice given by NND;

(c) in the case ofterrnination by Canada in accordance with clause 52, on the date
spedfied in the notice given by Canada; and
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(d) in the case of terminatiotl by Canada in accordance with cJause 43, on the date
specified by the Minister h1the notice given thereunder.

59. This agreement may be executed in counterparts each of which so executed shall be
deemed to be an original and such counterparts together shall constitute one and the same
inSU1.unentand this agreement shall be effective on the date set out in clause 57-
Facsimile signatures shall be accepted the same as original signatures.

Signed on, this the a~ day of ~ O~ , 2004, the signatory being authorized to do so:

For the First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun

~-~Chief

Signedon,thisthe J5~ day of Ju.~ ,2004, the signatory being authorized to do so:

For the Government of Canada

~
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ANNEXA

1. In this Annex:

"Census" means a Census of Population conducted by Statistics Canada;

"GST Credit" means an amount equivalent to the aggregate of all amounts that are
deemed, under subsecuon 122.5(3) of the Income Tax Act, (0 have been paid in respect of
a calendar year by individuals resident in Yukon within the meaning of that Act;

"Final Estimate" means an estimate that is not subject to re-estimatioD or adjustment and
that is based on data that are published as final data or otherwise deemed to be final by
the agency that provides the data; and

"Interim Estimate" means an estimate that is subject to re-estimation or adjustment and
that incorporates data other than data that are deemed to be final.

2. In this Agreement, interim and final estimates of Tax Attributable to NND ("ETANND")
for an Entitlement Year shaHbe determined as follows:

ETANNP=NetGST * POP * ACP * (DEYIDCY)

where

NetGST is the net amount of GST for Yukon for that Entitlement Year less an amount
equal to the GST Credit for Yukon for that Entitlement Year, both of which amountS
are as determined in accordance with clause 3;

POP is the total population of individuals of age 15 years or over living on lands as
described opposite the name of the First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun in the schedule to
the Federal Act divided by the total population of individuals of age 15 years or over
living in Yukon, as determined in accordance with clause 4;

ACP is the average taxable consumption of the population living on lands as described
opposite the name of the First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun in the schedule to the
Federal Act divided by the average taxable consumption of the population living in
Yukon, as detennined in accordance with clause 5;

DEY is the number of days in the Entitlement Year; and

DCY is the number of days in the calendar year that jncludes the Entitlement Year-
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3. a) For the purpose of making an Interim Estimate of the term NetGST for an Entitlement
Year, the Parties agree that the net amount of GST for Yukon for that Entitlement Year
shall be based on preliminary Provindal Input-Output Tables ("PlOTs") prepared by
Statistics Canada for the calendar year that includes that Entitlement Year or, where
preliminary PlOTs arc not available for the calcndar year that incllldes the Entitlemel'lt
Year, on preliminary or final PlOTs for other years together with any adjustments that the
Minister believes wiIJyield a more accurate estimate of the net amount of GST for Yukon
for that Entitlement Year.

(b) For the purpose of makjng the Final Estimate of the term NetGST for an Entitlement
Year, the net amount of GST fOTYukon for that Entitlement Year shall be based on the
final PlOTs pr.eparedby Statistics Canada for the calendar year that includes that
Entitlement Year.

(c) For the purpose of making an Interim Estimate of the term NetGST for an Entitlement
Year, the Parties agree that an Interim Estimate of the GST Credit for that Entitlement
Year shall be based ou the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency's interim or final
estimate in respect of the calendar year that includes that Entitlement Year or, where
interim or final estimates in respect of the calendar year that includes the Entitlement
Year are not available, on the intcrim or final estimates for otheTyears together with any
adjustments that the Minister believes will yield a more accurate estimate of the GST
Credit for that Entitlement Year.

(d) For the purpose of making the Final Estimate of the tem NetGST for an Entitlement
Year, the Parties agree that the Final Estimate of the GST Credit for that Entitlement Year
shall be based on the tax administration data applicable to the calendaTyear that includes
that Entitlement Year as pTovidedby the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency for
public use as, or as otherwise deemed by the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency to be,
the final GST Credit statistics in respect of the calendar year that includes that
Entitlement Year.

4. (a) Except as otherwise provided jn this clause, interim and final estimates of the term
POP for an Entitlement Year shall be based on data obtained from a Census-

Cb)For the purpose of making an Interim Estimate of the tenn POP for an Entitlement
Year, the Parties may agree to use data from one or more data sources in addition to or as
a substirute for data obtained from a Census.

(c) The data obtained from a Census shall, subject to subc]ause Cd),be used for
detelDlining the Final Estimate of the term POP for all Entitlement Years in the period
that begins two years before and ends two years after [he year in which that Census is
conducted-
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(d) If NND demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Minister or the Minister deems that
there are exceptional circumstances in respect of an Entitlement Year whereby the teJJTI
POP detennined on the basis of data obtained from a Census as described in subclause (c)
is not a reasonable approximation of NND' s average share of the population of
individuals of age 15 years or over living in Yukon for the five-year period that begins
two years before and ends two years after the year in whjch that Census is conducted, the
Parties may agree to use other reliable alld verifiable data to determine the Final Estimate
of the tenn POP for that EntitJement Year.

(e) As a transitional measure, the Parties agree that the estimate of the tenn POP used in
maldng the first Interim Estimate ofETANNDfor each of the first five Entitlement Years
covered by this agreement shall not be subject to re-estimation or adjustment.

5. (a) An Interim Estimate of the tenn ACP for an Entitlement Year shall be based on
average total incomes derived from interim tax filer data provided by the Ca.nada
Customs and Revenue Agency in respect of the calendar year that jJ1cludesthat
Entitlement Year, or on average total incomes derived from tax filer data for other years,
together with any adjustments that the Minister believes will yield a more accurate
estimate of the tenn ACP for that Entitlement Year.

(b) The Final Estimate of the term ACP for an Entitlement Year shaHbe based on average
total incomes derived from the personal income tax data that apply in respect of the
calendar year that includes that Entitlement Year as provided by the Canada Cllstoms and
Revenue Agency for public use as, or as otherwise deemed by the Cauada Customs and
Revenue Agency to be, the final personal income tax statistics in respect of the calendar
yearthat includes that Eutitlement Year.

(c) Where the Parties agree that the use of data other than tax filer data would be more
appropriate for estiroating average taxable consumption, they may, despite subclauses (a)
and (b), agree to use those other data for making interim and final estimates of the term
ACP for an Enti tlement Year;

(d) In deciding whether the use of data other than tax mer data would be more appropriate
for estimating average taXableconsumption, consideration shall be given to:

(i) response bias and measurement euors affecting data quality;

(H)frequency of the collection of the data;

(Hi)sample representativeness of the population;

'(iv)verifiability by thjrd parties;

(v) availability at reasonabJe cost;
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(vi) consistency of data sources wjth those used in agreements with other First
Nations that are similar to this agreement; and

(vii) the extent to which the populations used in producing the data c::oTTespondto
or reflect the populations on which the term POP is based.
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ANNEX B

1. In respect of the 2004 and 2005 Entitlement Years, the Parties agree that Canada's share
of each estimate of the Tax Attributable to NND shall be nil.

2. The Parties shall discuss, prior to August 2005, a method for determining Canada's share
of each estimate of Tax Attributable to NND in respect of the 2006 and subsequent
Entitlement Years. with a view to amending this annex before December 2005 to reflect
that method.

3. Unless the Parties agree otherwise, if this annex is not amended before December 2005 to
include another method for determining Canada's share of each estimate of Tax
Attributable to NND for each particular Entitlement Year, as refeITedto in clause 2,
Canada's share of each such estimate for each Entitlement Year after 2005 shall be:

(a) 0% of that amount of each estimate of Tax Attributable to NND for the particular
Entit]ement Year that is less than or equal to

$ 304,000 >I<INDEX * (DEYIDCy); and

Cb)determined by the Minister for that amount, if any, of the estimate of Tax
Attributable to NND for the particular Entitlement Year that exceeds

$ 304,000 * INDEX * (DEYIDCY)

where

"INDEX", for an Entitlement Year, is that amount used in Annex A to represent NetGST
for the purpose of estimating or re-estimating, as the case may be, Tax Attributable to
NND for that particular Entitlement Year, divided by NetGST for the calendar year 2004,
as detennined using the provisions in Annex A or as would be detennined using those
provisions if that annex applied in respect of the calendar year 2004;

"DEY" is the number of days in the particular Entitlement Year; and

"DCY" is the number of days in the calendar year thar includes the particular Entitlement
Year.
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